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Foreword
This manual encompasses fifteen years of my personal research on how to sing correctly. What
I mean by correctly is the ability to sing anywhere in your range without strain, or hoarseness and
without forcing your voice. And moving correctly through ones bridges, or what some people
term registers, so easily that it sounds like one connected voice.
I started singing when I was fifteen, having the usual adolescent dreams of becoming a rockstar
overnight. After about two years of thrashing my voice with poor vocal technique I decided to
take singing seriously. I started taking lesson with every coach I could find, and bought every
program and book on singing I could get my hands on. To my dismay what I found was almost
all of the coaches and books were geared towards classical singing. I didn’t want to be an opera
singer I just wanted to sing rock and pop songs! But no matter how much I argued with vocal
coaches they insisted the classical approach was the proper way to sing no matter what style.
Fortunately I had sense enough not to try and apply opera style singing to the rock bands I was in.
What I did learn was every exercise that was useful. I kept those and threw out all the outdated
exercises. I’ve taken my approach and streamlined it into this program.
This manual is set up in such a way that if you have a specific problem you can go to the book,
and find a specific exercise to deal with it. In this way you can become your own vocal coach,
build your own workout program, and avoid expensive coaching fees. After all no one knows
your voice better than you.
How is my voice now? I have smoothed out all of my bridges from chest to head voice, and I can
sing anywhere in my range without strain, or forcing it. I can hit high notes as easily as I hit low
notes. I’ve achieved all of this through the program I developed. It is my fondest wish that this
manual be used by singers having a hard time achieving the kind of voice they desire, and not have
to go through the hurdles I did.
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Exercises
No matter what style of singing it is, if you want to build your voice and keep it in shape, vocal
exercises are paramount. Singing songs is not the same as exercising and will not build your
voice. Let me say that again many performers don’t realize this. Singing songs is not
the same as exercising and will not build your voice. Singing songs with a group or along to
another singers voice is only good for developing personal style. Why is this? Well when you sing
your own songs you will be repeating any bad habits you currently have. And when you sing
along to other singers voices you emulate them and if they are improperly trained as most singers
are, you begin to reproduce their bad habits. And even if you have good technique, and all of the
singers you try to emulate have good technique this is still not how to go about building your
voice. Why? Because songs stay within certain given pitches and repeat those pitches over and
over. While this is good for developing muscle memory for a particular song if you intend to sing
it with a group. It does nothing to expand your range. So, what do you do? Scales. As boring as
these may be to some people this is the only way to effectively warmup, loosen, strengthen, and
expand you singing voice. So without further ado here are explanations of the vocal exercises I
have found to be the most beneficial.
Singing on pitch, Some people worry them selves to death over this when they start off. And
unfortunately, some coaches have made the worry worse by constantly telling students they are
off pitch. When you first start off of course you will miss a lot of notes. Don’t worry at all about
this, in the beginning the effect the exercises have on your voice are more important. My very first
vocal lesson consisted of one hour of the vocal coach telling me I was off pitch anytime I tried to
go anywhere above chest voice. Of course I was, at the time I had no idea how to adduct, or
shorten my vocal cords and go up in pitch comfortably! Pitch is something you should start to
concern yourself with once you learn more control over the different aspects of your voice. As
you go through the scales everyday singing on pitch or at least realizing that you are off pitch will
come easily. Just pay attention to when the scale goes up and down, and make mental notes when
you are off. But don’t agonize over it. Within a given song almost no form of music hits as wide
of a range of tones as scales do. You have to listen to the tones before you can hit them,
absorbing the sound. When you are perfectly on pitch, it will sound to your ear as if the pitch
coming from the scale and the pitch produced by you are one and the same.
Warmups
Never, ever neglect the warmup portion of your singing workout or the warmup before a
performance. The last thing you want to do is warm up in front of a crowd for the first three
songs of a set. Singing is to talking what running is to walking. Just like an athlete you wouldn’t
start off your regime by going full on into the hardest part and expect a peak performance. Blood
needs to be sent to the vital areas that you will ask more of in a few minutes.
Warmups are especially important when first starting out. You need keep your voice limber, and
relaxed in order to make progress. Never force an exercise. If something hurts, stop altogether,
wait fifteen minutes then begin your warmup again. If it keeps hurting stop for the day. It just may
be that you are sick or that your cords are swollen from lack of proper sleep.
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Humming: always start off with humming even if your voice feels fresh and ready to go.
Humming will ensure your warmed up and it will start your resonance. On scale number one,
which I have given the musical notation for in the back of this book, gently hum with your mouth
closed. Do not force, do what ever comes easiest and most natural. Do not strain to go up in
pitch. If you can’t match a pitch don’t worry about it, your just not flexible enough yet. Forcing
your voice in any of the exercises is wrong, even if it sounds good. Forcing your voice will
develop strain in your voice and in the end hold you back from developing your range.
You should feel the hum resonate into the back of the pallet and into your nose and eyes, or the
mask as some term it. But, do not force your air up into these areas if this does not occur
naturally. Keep doing this until the hum becomes quite easy then go to the next warmup.
Slides: This one you can do without the assistance of scales, and is also useful as a
warmdown. Again, you will hum, this time you will start at your lowest possible comfortable
pitch and slowly slide to your highest comfortable pitch and back down again. This exercise also
starts the process of smoothing out the breaks in between your registers. When you do this, try
not to break or flip, and don’t add more air as you go up in pitch. Keep it at the same amount of
gentle air pressure all the way up and all the way down. Do this one about ten to fifteen times as
smoothly as you can, with no breaks.
Muscle massage: sometimes singers voices aren’t tight because of the cords themselves
but because of the surrounding muscles. It’s important when singing to not make silly facial
distortions when you sing. Any tension you hold in your face or your whole body for that matter
can and will translate back to your voice. Have you ever seen a singer hold out a note on an A,
and their lips go wide like they’re smiling? This sort of thing only distorts the vowel and leads to
excess tension. As a rule of thumb don’t move your lips or face in a way that is unusual from the
way you talk.
The only exception to this would be to let your jaw drop gently open for a more resonate tone.
Do not jaw jut, that is, stick your jaw out forward while you sing. Some singers use this to push
air up into their head and force resonance they don’t really have. This practice leads to quite a bit
of jaw tension. Remember your jaw and face don’t make sound when you sing, only your cords
and the amount of resonance you have do. Anyways here are some things you can do to alleviate
tension in those areas prior to singing.
First ,grab you tongue and gently pull it out across the bottom row of teeth. Hold it there and
go, ga , ga, ga, on scale one. It’s silly but it help release tension some singers build up at the root
of their tongue.
Second, gently grab your jaw and pull it slightly past where it would drop if you were to let it
hang. This one is helpful for the tension that jaw jutting builds up.
The third one is the one that helps just about everyone. Even if you have good technique you
inevitably build up tension in the larynx area. Take your index finger and put it under you jaw
where it meets your neck. Push firmly into the muscle in that area, hold a few seconds and release.
Most people feel that tension has been released from the area surrounding the larynx. Do the same
all around the area under the jaw. Be carful not to overdo it on these exercises. Massage can have
the opposite affect and tighten the muscle group if done to harshly.
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Cord Massage: This next exercise is one of my favorites. I often use this one on students
who have come in with hoarseness or tightened up their vocal cords through poor technique or
just plain hard living. It has the effect of actually loosening the vocal cords and making them more
responsive in the next exercises. If you have a problem with hoarseness or just a tight feeling in
you throat this is one of the exercises you should concentrate on. Again use scale one. First take
your thumb and you index finger and with your mouth closed press gently on either side behind
your lips where you teeth meet. Now gently blow B. That is, buh, buh, buh, following the scale.
Your lips should gently flap. It’s similar to what someone does when they come in from the cold.
(Bbbbbbbbbbb it’s freezing outside,) except your going to do it on a scale. Now add the low
larynx sound to this, it will help you through your breaks. (Low larynx is discussed a little later)
Breathing exercises
Diaphragmatic breathing is perhaps one of the most misunderstood thing about singing. Both by
vocal coaches and students. I actually had one coach who’s idea of diaphragmatic breathing was
to tell me to take all the air in I could possibly take into my belly so that it was pushed out as far
as possible, then to force the air out with every muscle I could in my abdomen, as forcefully as I
could. If someone tells you to do something like this, find someone else to teach you breathing, or
maybe even another vocal coach. All this “method” will do is cause your throat and larynx to
clench, impeding free air flow. How it should work is this. Stand up straight. Shoulders slightly
back and head straight. Open your mouth and breath in like a yawn, so that your larynx drops
slightly. Do not let you chest rise abnormally. Let the air that comes in gently expand your
abdomen. Do not force extra air in. Then stop without holding or chocking the air off. Then
slowly exhale, letting the air that flows out control the shrinking of your abdomen. Do not force
the air out with abdominal muscles. Before you go for you next breath make sure you have
exhaled completely, especially while singing a song or exercise. Not exhaling all the way is the
main reason a singer would run out of air. A singer might take a short breath for one phrase and a
long one for another. Without exhaling all the way after the first phrase, and then going for the
second there is still a good amount of carbon monoxide left in the lungs which will leave the
singer out of breath at the end of the long phrase.
To practice breathing, take in a breath and let the inhale and exhale each take ten to twenty
seconds. You’ll not take this long when singing, its only to train you to feel the proper way. Make
sure to use proper breathing when doing all of the exercises. This will train you to do it without
thinking about it. If your having a problem with proper breathing you can do it on scale one.
With a light ahh sound, follow the scale as best you can. As you are doing this exercise for
breathing, don’t worry about pitch. If it’s off, or if your bridges are still flipping, take in a breath
and ahh, ahh, ahh, at the end of the scale if you still have air left exhale all the way, then inhale
again for the next scale. Do not use popcorn breathing to hit pitches on a scale, pitch should be
controlled by the cords, air is only to support the pitch, not create it.
Most people don’t have a big problem with breathing. It can be mastered in one session. I’ve had
coaches who concentrated almost entirely on breathing, and who swore up and down that if you
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mastered diaphragmatic breathing, you would have a great voice. Yes it is very important to have
proper breathing, but it is not an end all. Breathing is only for support. If you can’t adduct your
cords, control the position of your larynx and your resonance, breathing will not help you sound
much better.
Cord adducting exercises
The biggest problem most beginning singers have,( that is people that have never sang before),
with communicating with their coaches is when the coach tells them to go higher in pitch.
Because unless the singer naturally sings correctly when told to do this, the first time the response
will be to take their chest voice as far as it will go, force out more air and push it further. Very
bad for the voice. Unfortunately many coaches have no idea how to teach someone how to
adduct, zip up, shorten or as it is otherwise known compress their vocal cords. The coaches hope
is that with enough scale work the student will do it naturally without thinking about it and
without knowing what it is they have done. And of course have to come back for more vocal
lessons to keep it going. If you are stuck in your chest voice and or cannot sing higher notes
without strain, this is most likely the reason. You have simply not learned to adduct your vocal
cords.
Let me give a simple to understand explanation of what happens as your cord are adducting.
Your vocal cords lay horizontal in your larynx. As air passes up through them the vocal cords
resist against the air and vibrate. When you are at a low pitch for your range the cords are almost
all the way apart from one another. As you rise in pitch what should happen is that they begin to
zip up and close off. As you go higher less vocal cord is actually used. Think of your cords as a
string instrument in this sense. Pluck a string without fretting and you get a lower sound than you
would if you hit the same string while fretting in the middle of the neck. Shorten the length of the
string and the pitch goes up, the same applies for vocal cords. Shorten the vocal cords and the
pitch goes up, all without straining. Also keep in mind that as you go up in pitch, adducting, less
air is needed to maintain pitch, as there is less cord to resist against the air.
I can’t stress this enough. If you want to have a great voice that functions without strain, is
very resonant and smooth out the breaks or bridges in your voice, you need to learn how to
properly adduct your cords. Here a few exercises that have worked time and again on my
students to teach them just that.
Stuttering D’s: This exercise will be performed on both scale one and scale two.
Say the D sound a few times. Pay close attention to the slight feeling in your larynx as you do.
That feeling is your cords briefly coming together or adducting. This exercise is a warmup for the
other adducting exercises. Done well there will be a massage like feeling in your larynx. This is
your cords opening and closing. You may also feel resonance in your upper head cavities. First
place your tongue on the roof of your mouth and stutter a long string of D’s on scale one or two.
Have you ever heard young boys pretending they have machine guns? It sounds just like that.
Make sure you make the D full and solid. Hold on very hard to the D sound. Do not go airy with
it and add the low larynx sound to it as you progress through the scale. If you have a problem
with this, start off buy saying the D sound a few times to warm up then go into the stutter. This
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may seem a bit silly, and you may be thinking, “ fine it adducts my cords but how’s that going to
help me with actually singing adducted.” Well, like I said, it’s just a warmup for the next exercises
and will make your vocal cords more likely to adduct when you want them to. It will also help
you to use the proper amount of pressure against your cords before using the open mouth
exercises.
The grunt: Yes that’s right the grunt. Grunt a few times like your pushing something
heavy. Uhh, Uhh, Uhh. . Now if you’ve sang before but don’t know how to adduct, use this
exercise. Take in a breath, grunt, and break into a note, and keep some of the effect of the grunt.
Uhh, Uhhh, Ahhhhhhhhhh. You’ll notice the effect better if you try for something in your higher
range. You should notice right away that this makes it very easy to hit a high note. The grunt
compresses your cords. As you do it, it zips them up. Don’t over do it. You can quickly wear out
your voice this way. The trick is to use the grunt to get used to adducting then back it off, but
keep the compression of the cords that resulted from it. The grunt is great to develop a mental to
physical tool, that gives you control over shortening your cords. If you never sang before and
someone told you to shorten your cords you would probably be very confused. That is the main
stumbling block in learning to sing. You can’t see what you are doing, like someone learning to
play guitar. You have to go solely on how it feels and sounds
.
Using scale one and two, grunt gently to the top then open up into Nay, No, Mum, Ya, Goog, or
Gug at the top and on the way down the scale.
Nay: will produce more of a pinched sound and will help in adducting even further, say it like you
have an English accent. It will produce a nasal sound. Don’t over do this one as it will tense up
your larnyx.
No: will produce a more head quality tone to help you stop forcing your chest voice.
Mum: will lower the tonal quality again.
Ya: as in, “ Ya my team won,”will keep the tonal quality lower giving a chest boost, but at the
same time allowing you to go higher in your range.
Goog and glug are trigger sounds. The G’s in the sound help keep the cords together.
Note, for this to work well you need to keep yourself from breaking into head voice or
falsetto. If you find that you cannot keep yourself from breaking into head voice or falsetto
, then back off your air pressure but don’t go whispery, just make the tonal quality less
loud. When first learning to adduct, often time the cords aren’t coordinated enough yet to
resist against the air in the new position. Just keep at it lightly and work your way up to
normal pressure. You don’t have to do all of the sounds. If there is one particular one that works
well, then stick with it. If it happens one day not to work try the others again. Your voice is a
finicky instrument that requires precise tuning
Slide with grunt added: Once you get the jist of the grunt, you can add a slide to it. The
same as above use the Nay and No’s , Googs, and Gugs. This helps smooth out your breaks as
well. Be carfeul sliding can fatigue your voice very quickly. And make sure to use the same air
pressure going up as you do going down. As you rise in pitch do not use more air, this will be
sure to fatigue your voice.
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Smoothing out the bridges:
Smoothing out your bridges or breaks is a lot less harrowing and painful than some coaches and
students make it. It seems this is the single thing that singers have the worst problem with. Why?
Well a lot of singers are used to only using their chest (mostly men) or head (mostly women) and
when they first come across a concept like bridges and registers they may understand it mentally
but the voice that they’ve used for years refuses to agree. I like to think of it like shifting gears on
a vehicle, you can either do it very smoothly so that passengers don’t even notice you’ve shifted,
or you can do it badly and clunk the car into the next gear. The same applies to singing. As you
go up in your range you can either blend a register seamlessly in a relaxed fashion, or you can
force your chest voice higher, or worse yet break into falsetto.
Like I said before if you can’t adduct your cords there is simply no way you are going to eliminate
the breaks in your voice. If you haven’t learned to adduct your cords yet, then go back and
concentrate on those exercises then come back to these.
So how do we eliminate the breaks? Simple. First we have to find them. On scale one and two do
No, Mum and Ya. It is particularly useful to hold the note at the top of scale two while smoothing
out the bridges. This gives you a definite feel of how it feels to sing with cords adducted. Even if
you have vibrato do not use it at the top to help get the pitch this will throw off your ability to
adduct your cords and smooth out the bridges. As pitch slightly changes so does your cord
position. A key element here is not to force more air as you go up in pitch. Remember the
amount of air you are using doesn’t control pitch your vocal cords do. Keep the air pressure just a
little more than you would use to talk. As you go up in pitch, if the resonance goes in the correct
areas of your head cavity, the sound will actually begin to sound louder even though your not
using more air. This is a pleasant effect of resonance.
Even at the lowest end of the scale, adduct the cords. This will help you when you reach your
breaks. Later on, when you’ve mastered this, if you wish to sing in a full chest or head voice, you
can abandon the adducting until you get to your bridge. As you go up in the scale adduct to go
higher. When your voice flips into falsetto, or gets substantially weaker, you’ve found a break.
The feeling is that you simply cannot hold your cords together at this point. You will probably
break into head voice, or produce a weak sounding middle that you may mistake for head. The
latter is what we want to happen more often on your break points. Past that point, your voice
would probably come back together. Then later on even higher, it will break again as you near
where your head voice is at. Most people have two breaks sometimes three.
It will probably go something like this, depending upon your range. Chest voice, break, middle
voice, break, head voice. Working on vocal fry and whistle voice is not really something you
want to do when working on bridges. They are more for style and can sometimes hurt your voice
if done improperly.
Ok, so now that you’ve found the breaks, how do you get rid of them? Do the same exercises as
you did above, and when you come to a break, back of the intensity or air pressure without going
whispery or into falsetto. This will allow you to hold your cords together through the break. As
time goes on, you’ll develop coordination and muscle memory in this area and be able to apply the
original pressure you did before. Remember, it’s like shifting gears. What do you do when you
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shift gears seamlessly , let up on the gas, push the clutch, shift, give it more gas. It’s the same
thing. You have to learn how to let up and shift to the next register, but do it in such a way that
no one knows you even adjusted you pressure.
If you do the exercises with different amounts of pressure each time, your breaks will be in
different places every time you do them. For instance, if you happen to have a lot of energy one
day and decide to belt out all of your exercises to see what you can do, and you haven’t smoothed
out your breaks yet, all of your breaks will be in higher places. The reverse is also true. If do it
with very little volume they will be further down. The best way to do it is using just a little more
air than is needed to talk. In this way you won’t hurt your voice and slow down your progress.
And you won’t get into the bad approach that more air is need to sing higher notes. When I sing
something that calls for intensity people tell me, “ wow you have such a loud almost operatic
voice.” You know what though, even at my highest most powerful ranges, I’m using less air than
some people use to speak. If you adopt a similar approach you’ll be able to sing for hours without
losing your voice.
When trying to smooth out your breaks you should do it over a microphone so that you can hear
yourself either properly shortening your cords or breaking. Without some sort of monitor it will
be tricky at first for you to hear when you are breaking into head, and when you are in middle. If
you don’t have a sound system, you can at least buy a ninety dollar guitar amp and a microphone
cord adaptor. It is imperative for you to hear yourself as you sing. What is heard after it leaves
your mouth is very tonally different from what you hear in your head. You should also record
yourself as you attempt to smooth out your bridges so you can hear your mistakes or
accomplishments. You should be aware that singing with a smoothed out range will sound tonally
different than forcing chest or singing in head. It may take you a while to accept the new sound
you make. But believe me it sounds one thousand percent better than either of those approaches.
Larynx Control Exercises:
Why did I leave this one so far along the list. Well what I found was that it’s quite a bit easier for
students to learn to control the larynx after they’ve learned to control cord adducting and
smoothed out their bridges. Another plus is that it helps even more to solidify the breaks you’ve
smoothed out. If you have a problem adducting, leave this one for last. After you’ve mastered
adducting your cords, go back and add these. What happens is your voice gets confused and flips
all over the place if you try to learn to shorten your cords and control your larynx at the same
time. But if adducting is no problem add these to the other exercises and your singing. Tone will
improve greatly. First, breath in deeply as you can, like a yawn. Feel how your larynx drops. Now
keep it there and talk. You should sound like a cartoon character. Using No, and Mum or any of
the others sing like this on scale one or two. As you go up in pitch, your voice will probably break
into a very heady type of voice. But keep the cartoon sound. Don’t force it down, just keep using
the cartoon sound as a tool to keep the larynx in a low position. After you’ve done this for a few
workout sessions it should start to get easier to keep the larynx under control. While these
exercises keep the larynx down past the middle point of you neck, this is not necessarily where
you will actually sing from. Keeping the larynx down so far will give you the muscular
coordination to keep it in a relaxed middle point when you sing. If you want great tone you need
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to learn how to control the larynx. There’s just no way around it. Tone is created and placed by
only three things, the vocal cords the larynx and the amount of pressure . Once you have a
solid handle on these three you are on your way to a fabulous voice.
Vibrato:
If you have not yet smoothed out your bridges, abandon vibrato even if you have it naturally. The
reason being is that vibrato is nothing more than a slight shift in pitch. If you use it, it will make it
very difficult to develop muscle memory in the area of the cords that you are having difficulty
holding together. You are much better off holding out the note at the top of whatever scale you
are working on, and not rising in pitch towards the end or falling off. Keep the pitch constant and
even. In this way you’ll get a feel for how it feels to adduct the cords at your breakpoint. That
said lets talk about vibrato.
Vibrato is a very style sensitive subject. It can be overdone or tastefully used. And while some
coaches may disagree with me, it can be taught. It is not just something your born with. All it is a
slight variation in pitch. How do you learn it? On scale two, pick your easiest sound, then at the
top instead of just holding the note, slightly dip the pitch a number of times. If that’s not a good
enough explanation think of a car that won’t start. If it’s warm out and the battery isn’t killed the
starter will make a quick oscillating sound. If it’s cold or almost dead, the oscillation will be very
slow. The easiest way to learn vibrato is to first go very slow. Then when that feels comfortable,
start speeding it up. Such as NoOoOoOoO. Once you get the hang of it be carful. Like I said, it
can be over done and then begins to sound silly or contrived
Warmdowns:
This is the most neglected part of most singers workout schedules. Why do you need to
warmdown? It’s just like running or lifting weights, that five minutes you stretch after the
workout can safe you pain, fatigue, and stiffness the next day and make future workouts more
productive. How do we warmdown?. You can either hum, slide, or do the vocal massage
exercise. Starting at the highest pitch that you can do with little effort or strain slide down to your
absolute lowest pitch without breaking in between registers. If after singing or working out your
talking voice sounds a bit more resonate than usual, keep doing the warmdown until it becomes
closer to normal. This also helps to smooth out bridges.
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Actually singing:
After a student has smoothed out his or her bridges and knows how to make a good, tone the
only obstacle left is actually singing words. I’ve had students come in from other coaches very
frustrated because they could sing scales and exercises great, but when they tried to sing words
they lost it. The scales and exercises are tools to teach you how to go up in pitch properly and
learn how to adjust your tone. It’s only natural that after months of going Mum, goog, No, or
some other nonsense phrase that switching to words and phrases might throw you at first. So
don’t get discouraged. All of those things were training wheels that you now are going to get rid
of. It may be a bit wobbly at first. So how do we switch to words and actually sing a song?
Take whatever exercise was best for you, that you could smooth your bridges out with regularly.
Next take the phrase, or verse of the song your having problems with and instead of singing the
words convert it to that exercise. Like this.
I wanna rock and roll all night, and party every day.
Mum mummum mum mum mum mum mum mum mummum mummummum mum
then keep flipping it back and forth in between the words and the exercise. When you go back to
the words try to keep the feel of the exercise without losing the diction of the actual words.
Or take your favorite scale and exercise, and flip between the exercise and singing words on the
scale. It doesn’t matter what words. Whatever comes to your head. Just keep making up different
phrases and follow the scale. This will not only teach you how to sing words on pitch, but give
you a feel for what words are harder to sing, and how to get around them. You will generally find
that vowel sounds are easy and consonants get harder. The reason being is that consonants
interrupt the pitch, the sound of consonants is mainly produced by the lips and tongue. So on
these you will have to concentrate harder to keep your cords shortened. Or you can change the
consonant to a similar sounding vowel. The next step to actually singing is to sing on scales. Sing
a measure with the scale, and repeat the same measure without assistance from the keyboard, that
is all by yourself, while trying not to go off the pitch. This will teach you to be able to sing
independent of music and not use the keyboard as a pitch crutch. Once you have learned cord
shortening and smoothed out your bridges these two should be the main concentration of your
practice sessions. Be aware that there usually is a transition period from singing exercises and
scales to actually singing because you’ve trained yourself to sing with a keyboard or piano. And
now you have to learn to hear pitches in your mind and reproduce them without the assistance of
keys.
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How to write a song without music:
As much as my musician friends hate to admit it you don’t need music to write a song. How’s
that? Well you do need music to finish it and make it polished, but as a singer you simply don’t
need a musician to be there at the start. All you really need is at least a metronome. But
preferably some sort of drum machine, be it acid music software, which is what I use, or some
other prerecorded looping software. Because all a singer needs to make up his or her own
melodies is a beat.
First the beat: you can start in one of two ways, you can already have a melody and put it to a
drum track or metronome of the appropriate speed. If you have no melody ideas yet you can put
on a drum track and just do whatever comes off the top of your head to the beat. Take what you
do here, write it down, record it, and edit.
Second the melody: You don’t even need lyrics to write a song. Pick the beat you want then just
sing or mumble nonsense over the beat and record it. Once you hit upon something start building
on that.
Third the lyrics: If you didn’t have lyrics already now you just take the melody of nonsense
phrases examine them and fit words to them that make sense. Keep in mind even though a
rhyming scheme may help, it is not always needed. Songs don’t have to be poetry.
Fourth the structure: Structure can make or break a song sometimes, so pay close attention to
this. Whatever type of music it is your playing listen to how the popular artists of that genre
structure, this is a good way of learning it. A lot of structure comes down to how if feels it should
go. In other words what the listeners ears are expecting. Keep in mind that a good song should
build up to a climax that is released in the chorus, and in the chorus should be the main hook that
will hopefully stick in someone’s head. Structure gives focus to listeners ear, if they can’t follow
the song the first time they hear it chances are you have to restructure or start over. Nowadays if
you want to write commercial music that sells try to keep your best material under five minutes in
length the, best spot is three minutes. A friend of mine once said something that every
songwriter should learn as a mantra; “ Don’t bore us get to the chorus.” Very few record
labels will sit still and listen to ten minute songs. You don’t need a ten song demo to send out or
promote with, just get a good recording of your three best and that’s all you need to sell yourself.
If you’ve never recorded in a professional studio before, it will probably run you about one
thousand dollars a song. That’s the bottom line rate for professional studios with good engineers.
Though you should shop around. Just because someone has recording equipment doesn’t mean
they can produce a good product. If you have a good band, after that the quality of the recording
will come down to how well it was recorded and mixed. If you don’t have a good engineer you
may as well be recording in your garage on a tape cassette. Just ask for sample tapes of the
studios past projects that were on a similar budget as you. Tell them you want to hear all of their
non label work. Studios often make it a point to do there best job on label work and rush
independents out the door because they make a lot more money on label work. If you really want
to record but have no funds, or friends with recording equipment, your only other option is to call
up studios, get a hold of owners, and offer them a points on any potential contract you get. This
will probably only work if you have a great sounding group going and a manager that’s already
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promoting you well. If you have a manager have them do this for you. It’s a lot more convincing
if someone outside of the group believes in it.
Anyways here’s and example of a popular structure. As far as the lyrics are concerned.
Verse
chorus
verse
chorus
break
chorus
end
Finally bringing it to the musicians: If you can write you own songs without the help of
musicians you will be considered a commodity. I can’t count the number of times I’ve gone into
auditions for rock bands looking for a lead singer, and found that even though they could play
well they had nothing resembling a completed original song. I also found that most musicians
don’t have the foggiest idea of how to write a song, because without the lyrics to tell them where
to structure and place the verses and choruses they end up playing the same two parts over and
again. Why is that? Most people, even musicians follow a song by the singing and melody first,
and the instrumentation second. If you’re a instrumentalist please don’t be offended by what I just
said. It’s only a broad generalization of my personal experience with instrumentalists that don’t
sing themselves. Most of them are preoccupied with mastering their instrument. So when you
walk into an audition with a pile of lyrics that have melodies and a structure, most bands are going
to want to work badly with you if your voice is in shape, because you just gave them templates
for a host of original material. Your role as singer should for the most part be one of the leader
anyhow. It’s no fun singing songs you don’t believe in. The audience looks to you automatically
as if you were the leader of the band regardless of how the band functions behind the scenes.
When you do bring your melodies to a band or group to put to music sing it how you want to sing
it. In the relative pitch you want and tonal qualities. Besides the beat to fall into, the key of your
voice is the only other thing the band has to go off of to start filling in with music. But don’t be
too rigid, take suggestions. A great song is made when the music is seamlessly married to the
singing. Good musician can make up music for a melody that is put to a beat quite easily. So if
who your working with can’t do this and make it sound like a song maybe you should look
elsewhere for collaboration. Before you bring material to a band or group you haven’t known
long make sure you have a copyright for it. A group that can’t write songs will keep your material
when you leave, trust me I’ve had it happen to me. If this happens to you, and that group does
happen to make money off of you song, guess what, your entitled to money. You can do a poor
boys copyright by sending a sealed envelope in the mail to yourself. As long as it’s postmarked
with a date and left sealed you have proof that it’s your creation.
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How the voice works
If you’ve never sang before or even if you have but never knew the physical mechanics behind
singing it is fundamental that you know exactly what is happening. If your just starting out you
should be reading this first. When I took vocal lessons it always baffled me that, why on my first
lesson did my vocal coach not make it a point to make sure I understood what was happening in
my throat. This in itself would have saved me time and aggravation. After all you can’t be asked
to try to accomplish something if you don’t know what it is your trying to accomplish. If you
choose to take vocal lessons be very dubious of a coach who cannot tell you what makes the
voice work correctly. Just because someone can sing well doesn’t mean they can teach you to do
the same. With that said, on to the mechanics of it.
In an ideal circumstance a voice has no registers. It is one smoothed out instrument from lowest
pitch to highest pitch. The singer moves without flipping or breaking, without noticeable shifts to
the listener. But, most people do not have a smoothed out voice without breaks. The terminology
of breaks and registers was brought about to describe singers who’s voices had gaps in between
the different tonal parts of their voice. So as this is an accepted terminology I’ll describe the
different registers for you from lowest to highest.
Vocal Fry: There is some argument among instructors as to whether or not this is an actual
register. As it can be used to add a raspy sound to other registers. It is commonly accepted that it
is the lowest so we’ll just start here. Vocal fry is more of a style thing. By putting less amount of
air on the cords than is needed for a clear tone of the pitch you are going for, the tone breaks up
and becomes a rasp. Used on lower pitches, which it usually is, you can end up sounding like the
cartoon character Elmer Fud. Stylistically it is often used to slide into a phrase or trail off. To do
the vocal fry put very little air over your cords, just enough to make the slightest sound without
going into a whisper or becoming airy. It kind of sounds like the sound most people make when
they are sleeping and someone nudges them to get up and they don’t want to. You put just barely
enough air over the cords to make them move. When you master this you can add it to your
regular range for a great raspy sound without hurting your voice. This is great for rock and roll.
But be warned once you start down this road, it may be hard to get a clear tone if you practice
like this all the time. Everything comes down to muscle memory. Vocal fry is the only way to
add a screaming sound to singing without hurting your voice and limiting your range. What
someone usually does when they want to scream in a song is clench their throat and force out the
broken up tone. This practice is very damaging to a singing voice. Vocal fry, used well, has a
smoother sound than this, but still lends itself well to a raspy or rock and roll sound.
Chest voice: This is usually the voice most people talk in. When you sing in your chest voice, the
cords are all the way apart. Air flows over the whole length of them. As the name would imply
this is a deep full sound. Generally in church or choir singing men sing in chest voice. Most of the
resonance is felt below the cords in the upper chest and comes straight out of the mouth without
stopping at the back of the pallet or the mask. Once you reach a point in your chest voice that you
can no longer go any higher without forcing it, you should be shifting to middle voice. Although,
after you train your voice and learn to control resonance, you can produce a chest voice that has
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resonant qualities similar to middle and head voice. That is, resonance sounding up through the
back pallet or mask.
Middle voice: Also known as mixed voice. If cord adducting is done correctly once you reach
the limit of your chest voice you shift to middle voice. Some coaches don’t believe in a middle
voice. These teachers generally teach choirs or church singing. Most of the ones I’ve run into
taught that lower range notes should be sung in chest and higher ranges in head voice. While this
is just fine for church or choir, if you try to join a group or become a diva type of singer you will
be laughed at. Middle voice is the commercial voice that performers are going for whether they
know it or not. It has the best qualities of both chest and head voice. A very strong middle voice
will resonate not only below the cords in the upper chest but also above them into the back pallet
and the mask. It is very resonant and has a high output. When you watch a singer and they are
hitting high, full notes with apparently little strain, it is because they have smoothed out their
range, and when they go up they switch to middle voice.
Head voice: Once middle has reached it’s limit, the cords are zipped up further and the voice
reaches head. As the name implies most of the resonance is felt in the head, with little felt in the
chest and hardly any in the back of the pallet. Most of it comes up through the mouth up into the
middle of the pallet and though the mask. (The mask being the feeling of pressure behind the nose
and eyes.) This is usually the voice you will break into while trying to smooth out your bridges. It
is the voice a lot of women sing in, in church choirs. It sounds light and a bit hollow, like a flute.
If you really feel the need to sing this high it is possible to develop a mixed head voice.
Whistle voice: Again this voice is more of a style thing. It sounds just like a shrill whistle. It is the
voice Mariah Carey uses when she hits the top of her range. To accomplish this, your vocal cords
have to be very flexible and you have to be great at zipping up your cords. The cords are zipped
up almost all the way yet still open just enough to let the whistle out. Again, less air is used as you
go up making this register even harder to coordinate. Not only do you have to adduct but also
have to find the right amount of air pressure to perform the whistle while not forcing apart your
cords with air. If you are determined to get this voice, do not force it. Just keep zipping up as far
as you can and use very little air. Eventually you’ll be able to keep your cords together and put
enough air over them to produce the sound. Keep in mind, some people are very annoyed by this
voice. Most people prefer to hear middle voice. So if you can do it, don’t over do it. A little goes
a long way. To sing higher you must always relax, release, and cut down on pressure. This is
because the cords are shortening. Less cord takes less air to sound them. Its sort of a riddle. If
singing is done correctly, as you go higher in pitch and get more resonant, little physical effort is
exerted even though it may look as though it takes more. Many good singers act a little when they
sing, making facial expressions that give the impression of a great effort or the classic raising of
the hand for the high note. When trying for pitches at the extreme top end of your range. Do not
force them. When you start, make the feeling in your cords very small. Back it off to the point
where you are making almost no sound at all, but still hitting a high pitch. This will allow your
cords to move into an extremely shortened position. Then gradually add more air and resonance
and try to keep the cord position without breaking into falsetto, or going whispery.
Falsetto: Also known as false voice. If you’ve ever been in a car singing or listened to someone
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sitting next to you singing along to the radio, hitting the pitch but not with any power or
resonance, they are usually singing in falsetto or false voice. This is the voice most people break
into when they don’t know how to go up in pitch with their voice and are just singing along.
Falsetto is not really a register but, again a style thing, it uses only the outer edges of the vocal
cords producing a light tone. Falsetto is often used in R&B at the end of phrases. It has very little
resonance an often times is whispery. A good or bad example, depending upon your taste, of the
use of falsetto is the Bee Gees. Falsetto is also often used by backup singers, as it does sound
good behind a real voice.

Resonance (real or fake?)
The reason I pose the above question is that some singers get the impression from watching other
singers, that have the ability to adduct their cords and have a smoothed out range, that they have
to push up air into their head or nose to go higher in pitch. If you watch a good singer you may
come to the misunderstanding that they are purposely pushing air up into their head or nose. What
this actually is, is resonance. When the cords adduct they close off. Thus, producing a higher
sound. But also what happens as the cords close off is that when the air passes to the other side of
the cords, the cords adducting have the added effect of aiming the air upwards into different parts
of the head. Now if a singer has a well developed adducting ability, the singer will also have
ability to adjust the voices upper resonance just by adjusting the cords a bit. So what’s happening
is that the pitch is still being made by the cords, but the singer is adjusting tone and resonance by
having the conscious ability to change the focal point of the resonance via the vocal cords.
Faking resonance is very similar to forcing chest voice. It can damage your voice and it’s not a
good practice. Some coaches use this as a method of trying to get students cords to adduct. This
is very unproductive. Most people, if you tell them to push air through their nose, that’s exactly
what they are going to do. And even if they are lucky enough to trick the student into adducting
their cords the student is then going to think that to go higher in their range they have to force air
into their nose. Forcing resonance is like putting the cart before the horse. It works fine downhill,
but when you go up hill you hit a wall. How can you tell the difference between someone who’s
trying to force resonance and someone who has it? If someone is forcing it they will do things like
jut their jaw forward, or sing in an English accent when they are not even English. Usually they
will not be able to open their mouth very wide or they lose their placement. Their voice might also
sound unpleasantly nasal if they are trying for higher pitches. They will only be able to hit higher
pitches by screaming or belting them out. If your watching them do a set, unless they’ve built up a
lot of endurance, their vocal quality will steadily decline as the set progresses until they lose their
voice. When someone has it they seemed relaxed. No jaw jutting. They often open there mouth
very wide when they go for powerful notes. This gives even more resonance. They hit low and
high notes both with power and at a talking level. The power and quality of their voice does not
diminish much, if at all, as the set progresses.
Resonance and how it relates to tone: Once you have the ability to adduct your cords, the issue
of resonance comes in. Think of your chest and your head cavities as your own tone production
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chambers. Because that’s exactly what they are. Everyone’s different from person to person. This
is what will give you your own unique sound. Even if someone can hit the same pitches you can,
no one will be able to reproduce the exact same tonal qualities you do no matter how good of a
singer they are. For a full deep tone the resonance is felt in the upper chest. For a thinner flute like
tone resonance is felt in the middle of the upper pallet and out through the mask. This is good for
lighter applications like church or choir. To add edge to your tone and produce a commercial
sound, you would feel more resonance at the very back of your pallet and up through the back of
your head. At same time, you will feel it in the upper chest depending on the pitch.
This is a simple explanation. Resonance is something that needs to be experienced to be fully
understood. Resonance is a bi product of the vocal cords adducting. Thus, if you haven’t learned
to adduct your cords you will not experience it to it’s fullest. Never attempt to force resonance
buy pushing excess air up into the head cavities, this will hurt your voice and limit your range.
Good resonance feels like a strong hum. It is not pushed up. Once you have resonance you
can manipulate it by either going lighter and into the mask, or behind the nose, eyes and front
teeth, to get a churchy sound, or by going deeper to get into your upper chest to get a very full
sound, or by focusing it at the back of your pallet to get a commercial mixed sound. It is
something you need to play with to get just the right sound you want. You can mix all of these to
varying degrees for different effects. If you develop a mastery over your resonance, you will be
able to add a whole pallet of new and interesting textures to your voice.

Tone
Once you have control over pitch you’ll want to know how to make the pitch fuller or more
shallow as the situation calls for it. You have two tone knobs so to speak on your voice. One we
discussed earlier which was resonance. The other is your larynx. If you lower your larynx as far as
you can and speak the tone is very deep and full. If On the other hand you swallow and keep the
larynx up high the tone gets very mousy or loses all tone. The best place to keep your larynx is in
a relaxed position, right where it sits when your silent, in the middle. To learn to control your
larynx just do the larynx control exercises described earlier, and apply them to your singing. Some
people have difficulty controlling their larynx as the muscles to control the position of it are so
close to the ones controlling cord shortening. This throws them off and what happens is their
voice usually breaks. Keep at it though it’s well worth it. This is why I concentrate on cord
adducting first. You have to learn how to control the two separately. On scale one or two
perform one measure of scale while moving through your bridges and shortening, on the next
measure add the low larynx exercise to it, then go back to just shortening. If you don’t flip and
break this will show you what a difference a well situated larynx makes in tone. If you break just
keep at it, you’ll get it. Eventually you won’t even have to think about the position of your larynx
it will naturally sit in the middle, fully relaxed.
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Vocal health
Your voice, your whole body, is an instrument. You wouldn’t leave a guitar out in the rain and
cold for a week, then drag it behind a car on a chain and expect it to play well would you? That’s
exactly the way some people behave when it comes to singing. The vocal cords, no matter how
tough you are, are very sensitive. Their only function is to vibrate to produce sound. I actually
had a student that came in and wanted to learn how to sing like Celine Dion, but had a one pack a
day cigarette habit, and drank nothing but Pepsi all day. To sing great you have to have great
vocal health. There’s just no way around it. Sure there are the few exceptions, “ my favorite
singer smokes two packs a day and hits high notes all day long,” but keep in mind your not them.
Unfortunately those great singers with bad habits will destroy what they have. Also keep in mind
the phrase, “studio magic,” there are a lot of things that can be fixed in the studio with the right
equipment and a large budget. If you have a healthy voice you’ll spend a lot less time in the studio
fixing things and more time reaping the rewards of your work. Here are the worst offenses.
Starting from the worst.
Not enough sleep: If you don’t get into a deep, non drug or alcohol induced, sleep often enough
your voice will show the wear. The vocal cords will actually swell up, and make it difficult to
adduct and hit your range. If you don’t wake up refreshed and ready to go, get more sleep.
Smoking: I used to smoke myself so I understand the addiction. it’s only that an addiction.
Anyone who says they smoke a pack a day for the pleasure is full of it. It’s the nicotine calling
you back. When you smoke you basically roast your cords, and dry them out, which can lead to
polyps. The more you smoke the less flexible your voice will become and you will lose range.
Quit now. You can recover lost range. The voice is very resilient but only to a point. You can,
and will cause yourself permanent damage through smoking. Not to mention lung capacity. If you
can’t breath you can’t sing! And for those who smoke the funny cigarettes and think that will be
alright think again. Smoking that is like smoking a whole pack of cigarettes at once.
Drinking alcohol: One or two shots to warm up before a show might be alright, but hard alcohol
and beer is a no no. Alcohol has the effect of drying out your cords. Hard alcohol , whiskey,
vodka, rum, are particularly damaging. Beer has the immediate effect of causing phlegm to clog
up your voice by getting on the cords and keeping them from closing up. While phlegm in not
harmful to your voice, this is not something you want to happen while performing. And while the
effects of a hard night of drinking will disappear in a day or so, daily practice of heavy drinking
will have damaging effects. If you go out and drink regularly, once or twice a week, make sure to
drink gulps of water after you drink. This will help prevent damage. As an added effect you won’t
wake up with a hangover.
Not drinking enough water: Drink as much water as you can handle. Many of my students who
complain about hoarseness get rid of most of their problem simply by replacing the coffee, Pepsi,
and juices they drink with water. Water is very important, it will add to your flexibility. If your not
drinking enough of it your voice will let you know. Your whole body needs water, and the vocal
cords are low on the list of priority when it comes to your bodies survival needs. They are one of
the last parts of the body to receive use of any water you ingest. Major organs and digestion will
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use up the water you take in before it gets to the cords if you don’t drink enough.
Diet: Many coaches will tell you that you have to eliminate dairy from you diet and anything that
produces phlegm. As long as you don’t eat these things two to four hours before you sing or
practice you should be fine. But, some people do have a big problem with phlegm and should
consider cutting down on these things. Excess amount of phlegm on the cords keeps them from
zipping up. There’s no way your going to smooth out your bridges if you have this problem.
Things that cause phlegm; cheese, sugar, juices, pastas, bread, fruits, beer, alcohol, any kind of
candy, milk, any dairy product. Not that you shouldn’t eat any of these , just keep in mind how
much of them your eating and try to keep them away from your practice schedule. On a side note
an old singer trick that works very well for thinning out mucous is a mixture of lemon, water and
honey. The acid in the lemon dissolves the mucous and the honey soothes the throat and keeps the
lemon from overdoing it’s job and drying out your cords.
If you have a real problem with excess phlegm it will be very hard for you to learn to shorten your
cords and smooth out your range, or even sing for that matter. You should adjust your habits to
get rid of the excess. You will see a dramatic difference in the progress of your voice. Once you
have a good hold on cord shortening and smoothing out the bridges, you can go back to eating or
doing some of the things that caused the excess,( if your that in love with them that much.) When
the coordination is in place phlegm becomes less of an issue.

The speaking voice
Most singers with damaged voices don’t incur that damage when singing but when speaking. Why
is that? Most singers don’t approach there speaking voice like they do their singing voice. That is
in a relaxed fashion that produces no strain. I had one student that came to me twice a week for
vocal coaching. His first lesson was Monday night the second was Sunday morning. On his first
lesson he was often tight or even hoarse. On the second lesson he could sing easily through his
bridges. What I found out was that he worked construction and regularly shouted orders over the
machinery and work going on. So that by the time his lesson came around on Sunday he was
rested from all the shouting.
So what is it exactly about speaking that can hurt your voice? The pitch. Most people when they
talk, speak monotone, that is hitting the same pitch over and over. Worse yet is when someone
wants to speak louder as to be heard, and instead of shortening the cords and becoming more
resonant they force up chest.
So to save your voice just alter the pitch of your talking voice. Try this in your next conversation.
At the end of each sentence or so go up slightly in pitch by adducting your cords. Used wisely this
will make you a much more interesting conversationalist or speaker. Go low for one sentence then
slightly higher for another. If your uncomfortable trying this in front of people, just read a book
out loud to get the hang of it.
This is the very reason Michael Jackson speaks the way he does. Trust me, his talking voice is not
normally like that. It’s also the reason some silly vocal coaches talk like Mr. Rogers or sound like
they are trying to put you to sleep with their voice. They are trying to not stress their voice
through speech. You don’t have to sound silly, just vary the pitch you talk in.
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How and, how often to train
Generally speaking you should practice about forty minutes to one hour a dayt. Don’t practice
one day for three hours then skip three days, this does you no good. What your trying to develop
everyday by practicing is muscle memory. What’s muscle memory? It’s something that every
good athlete or singer has. It is the very reason for ritual practice. The idea is that you do
something so many times that you can do it with very little conscious thought because the muscles
involved in the process already know what to do. Hence the term muscle memory. On top of
muscle memory you need to build stamina in your voice. Also remember the better the technique
you have, the longer you will be able to sing. To build stamina you need to sing enough to give
your voice a workout without going to the point of fatigue. You will know when you’ve hit your
fatigue point when it starts to feel as if your cords are swollen or your throat is sore. Do not keep
singing if you feel this. Even if all you’ve sang for is fifteen minutes. Some peoples vocal cords
tire easily. Don’t worry stamina builds quickly with daily practice. Just add five minutes to your
practice schedule everyday until you hit your goal.
You also need recovery time. Just like in weight lifting recovery time is often more important than
the workout. How many hours you need will depend upon the thickness of your cords. Some
peoples cords are denser than others. If you have thick cords, in order for them to recover you
will need more recovery time. More mass equals more to recover. The up side of having thick
cords is that they can take a lot of abuse and bounce back. The downside is that they take longer
to train. That’s the main reason there are many more female singers with exceptional ranges than
men. It’s not just the fact that women’s cords are shorter. For most singers, though, a good nights
sleep before the next training session is good enough.
The key thought you have to have in your head when doing a lesson is that you are training
yourself to sing better. Do not be discouraged just because you don’t sound the way you’d like
just yet. Many singers give up just because after a few lessons they can’t sing great. That’s
ridiculous. If you keep at it everyday your voice will become a little better with each lesson.
Hardly ever is anything worth having easy. Singing your best will take time, patience, and
dedication. You need to realize no matter how good you get there will be days where your voice
just won’t sound up to par, though you’ve done nothing wrong. So don’t be hyper critical of
yourself. No one got anywhere by giving up. You should also keep a singing log book. It should
list how you feel that day, what you ate, what you drank, if you practiced any abusive habits that
day, what exercises you performed and how well you performed on the exercises. In this way you
can keep an accurate record of what works well for you, and gear you routine towards it.
All of the exercises should be performed in a standing position with a good posture. Your feet
should be shoulder length apart, knees slightly bent, and head up straight facing forward.
The main Idea is that you body is relaxed as possible to let your voice flow freely.
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How to train?
Here’s an average routine for some of my beginning students.
Breathing exercises even if you have no problem with diaphragmatic breathing it’s a good idea
just to practice to get your support started before you sing
Warmups Muscle massage, Humming, Cord Massage, and or slides until the student feels he is
more flexible.
Cord adducting exercises Stuttering D’s, the Grunt, the Slide and grunt.
Warmdown Hum, slide, cord massage
Beginning students, don’t worry about your bridges just yet. The first thing you need to get is a
handle on in cord adducting. Beginners should stay on this routine for at least two weeks.

Here is a sample of an intermediate routine.
Breathing exercises
Warmups
Cord adducting exercises
Smoothing out the bridges
Warmdown
Intermediate student should not move on to low larynx, vibrato, or singing exercises until their
bridges or breaks are smoothed out. This can take anywhere from three weeks to six months
depending upon how you take care of yourself and your voice.
Here is an advanced sample routine.
Breathing exercises
Warmups
Cord adducting exercises
Smoothing out the bridges
Low larynx exercises
Vibrato exercises
Actually singing and transferring the feel of the exercises to the words.
Warmdowns
These are just sample generalized routines. If you need more work in a particular area spend more
time there and less on the others, but don’t neglect them. For instance, if you’ve been humming
songs all day at work, when you come home, your ready to go on to the next step. Or if you
already know how to adduct your cords and can do it on command but still have a problem with
your bridges, spend more time with those. Above all else, if an exercise causes you pain, stop.
Something is not working right. Give yourself a muscle massage, rest for fifteen minutes and start
over from the warmup until it’s comfortable.
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When you sing the exercises it is important that you record yourself, so that you can hear where
you need work and when you were producing great tones. Don’t be to hard on yourself, what you
hear is different than what others hear. Part of what you hear when you sing is what’s going on
inside your head cavities when you sing. Other people can’t hear that. So while it may sound good
or bad to you, it may sound the opposite to a listeners ear. Get a good recording device. The
microphones that come with most computers are perfect. If you have a small sound system or PA
and a microphone use these as well. Especially when writing your own songs. This way you can
actually hear what other people do real time. This will also get you ready for performance. It’s
quite a different experience to sing over a PA with a group than in your room and it takes getting
used too. If your one of the types of singers that once you start your routine you can’t stop
singing,(most singers are like this once they start sounding good), and want to work on your
voice all day. Do it in spurts so you don’t over work your voice. After your main forty minute
workout. Take a break of fifteen minutes and then sing for fifteen minutes more. And in between
do a little warmup and warmdown. And don’t overpower your voice. Try to make the tone you
desire with the smallest amount of pressure you can without breaking up. This will make the
resonance more natural and keep you from hurting yourself. Keep practicing this way if you want
to sing all day. This is great for developing muscle memory if you have your bridges smoothed
out. If you don’t, you should probably stick to your main workout. You might be practicing bad
habits. On a side note if you do happen to sing with a group, never depend on there being a good
monitor system. I’ve seen this ruin many a good singers performance. If you can’t hear yourself
it’s very hard to sing. Just wear good earplugs. They take all the loudness and hiss of the music
out, and leave you just with the tone. It’s also like having a personal ear monitor. And wearing
earplugs looks a lot better on stage than sticking your finger in your ear.

Vocal Classifications
Vocal classifications can sometimes be misleading. All they really mean is the point at which your
voice has to adduct to go from chest to middle. Just because someone told you, you were a Bass
doesn’t mean that you will never hit a high note. In fact, the lower your natural range the wider
from top to bottom your potential range can be. This is because as a Bass your cords are long,
and while length of the cords can be shortened through adducting them, if you were naturally a
Soprano you would not be able to sing an extremely low note, as you cannot add length to them.
Shorter cords naturally produce a higher pitch. Often times choir directors give their members the
false impression that if you’re a bass you can only sing low. So if you’ve sang in some sort of
ensemble before, take heart, with practice you can hit high notes with the best of them. Here are
the common vocal classifications. (Don’t worry to much about it.) Just because someone is a
Soprano it doesn’t mean they can sing well. Singing well is more than just range.
Basses A-B-flat-B below middle C
Baritones C-sharp-D-D-sharp above middle C
Tenor/alto E-F-F-sharp above middle C
Mezzo Soprano G-G-sharp-A
Soprano A-B-flat-B
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Style
Style can not be taught, only nurtured and developed. All the best a vocal coach can do is help
you copy another singers style. Unless you’re a member of a tribute band or group is not
something you want. From my own experience early on in my singing career, I was accused of
sounding just like this or that singer. As my vocal talent improved I went from sounding like
AC/DC to Faith No More and then to Queensryche. All of which are great for a rock and roll
band sound. But after hearing from people twenty times or so you sound exactly like someone, it
gets old. What they really were saying, no matter how nicely, was that I had no real style of my
own. Basically what ever project I was in probably wouldn’t have had a chance to get a deal
because there was already someone else that sounded like that. Listen to the radio, sure, copy
bands get on but what really blows up is the band with the hot new original sound. How did I
overcome my problem? I came to the realization that I had the same problem a lot of singers do.
That in my mind unless I sounded like someone who was already accepted as a good singer and a
star, I just didn’t sound good. I already had a range and knew how to make good tone. I just
needed to loosen up and do what came naturally when I wrote a song, and not worry about
sounding like another artist. But the time I spent impersonating other artists did not go to waste.
Through singing their songs I had absorbed elements of their style. Then I applied those elements
to my own songs without hitting the same tonal qualities. This is how style is developed.
Listening to other singers and paying attention to the style things they do. The vibrato, the way
they phrase, or pronounce their words, and the way they play into the beat. The best thing you
can do is take three of your favorite singers, with good technique hopefully, and not only listen to
them sing, but study what they do that makes people want to listen to them besides the tone of
their voice. Study some singers out of the genre your into. Many styles crossover well. For
instance Robert Plant was originally a folk singer. The great sense of melody he developed
coupled with Jimmy Pages guitars made a mark on rock and roll that is still felt to this day. The
number one thing to always remember about style is always convey emotion. If you put feeling
into your singing, style will come that much more naturally. You can have great tone and pitch
and still sound flat if there is no emotion involved. Is the song sad, angry? Or funny? Get into the
subject matter of the song and convey that. Often times when people hear a new song for the first
or even first few times they miss many of the words. If your audience can feel the emotion as you
sing, even though they don’t know the words yet, you know you’ve done your job.
If what you really want to do is sound like another singer then you must be able to mimic.
Mimicry is an ability all of it’s own. Although, having a good voice will make it easier. Good
mimics with good voices can make a lot of money being in cover acts. Or as celebrity
impersonators. Be aware though, that mimicry can hurt your voice. If you want to sound like
someone else, build your own voice first so that you can approach their sound in a healthy way.
I’ve heard great singers that couldn’t mimic to save there lives. Mimicry takes a precise listening
ear. You have to study the artist very closely. Listen to not only studio recordings, but any live
performances you can get hold of. This will help you get a handle on how they shape their sound.
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Fundamentals of Singing
These have already been addressed but I wanted to make a list for you of the most important
aspects of singing that you must have in place to have a top notch voice. If in your advancement,
you ever come to point where you’re wondering why you don’t sound the way you’d like to,
come back to this list and ask yourself, honestly, is there any one of these that I need more work
on. Then adjust your daily singing practice accordingly by adding corresponding exercises.

Breathing: diaphragmatic breathing is easily learned. Don’t overlook this one. A strong
voice needs strong support.

Cord adducting: if you can’t zip up or shorten your cords there is no way you will
be able to hit high notes in your range without pushing up chest and straining. And there is no
way you will ever smooth out your bridges.

Larynx control: To have total control over your tone and make it full or thin when
you feel is needed, you need to know how to control the position of your larynx.

Resonance: Once you can control the above, you then need to play with them to get
whatever resonance you need for your style and genre. This is a pleasant after effect of the others
and cannot be forced if you don’t have it. It simply means you have to work on cord adducting
and Larynx control more.
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The right Coach
If you’re thinking about finding a vocal coach, shop around. Most of them are very expensive and
unfortunately a lot of them are not worth your time. Many are classically trained because they
went to college for music, and are going to use techniques on you that are outdated or meant for
a different style of music. If you want a commercial sound many of these types of coaches just
don’t have the knowledge you are looking for. Don’t be shy, interview the coach over the phone.
If they can’t answer your questions, don’t have the time, or have a how dare you attitude, steer
clear of them. Ask them what they can teach you about the above fundamentals. Also ask them if
they have an actual set program and are willing to give you a cd or audio tape to go with their
program free of charge. I had many vocal instructors that just expected me to come to a lesson
once or twice a week. When I asked them what my practice schedule should be like at home, and
if I could have a tape of the exercises to work on, many of them looked at me like I was talking
another language. If a vocal coach doesn’t have a program with specific goals, and isn’t willing to
give you something to work on at home, all they really care about is making a buck. You’ll get no
where with your voice working on it only once a week. If what your going to lessons for is a
particular style of music, ask if the coach can help you with that style. Just because someone can
sing opera great and teach it, doesn’t mean the will be able to teach you R&B styling.

Practicing bad habits
If you are currently in a group you might need to consider quitting or taking a break if the way
you sing in that group is contrary to good technique. There was a time when I sang in a very
heavy rock band with a lot of screaming, even though I knew it wasn’t good for my voice. At the
time I knew how to practice to get my voice the way I wanted it, but screaming three days a week
with this band ruined all the work I would do in my personal practice sessions. At the time, I was
hoping to get my voice in shape and use new techniques on old songs. The only problem with
that was that I had already built up bad muscle memory with the songs, already having sung them
hundreds of times. I found switching over almost impossible. As we had no label, and no shows
lined up I decided to quit for the sake of my voice. Within a matter of weeks after that I made
more progress than I had in months prior. I still sing heavy rock, but now in a manner that is
healthy. Now I sound one hundred and ten percent better. Don’t stick with an act that’s bad for
your voice if your still developing. You have to think of the long term. Do you want to be singing
well five to ten years from now? The voice is an instrument and you’ll be better off learning how
to play it first before jumping into something.
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Scale work
Rather than give you the music in standard musical notation, I’ll just give you the notes to play as
many singers don’t even know how to read music,(a lot of musicians don’t either). You’ll notice
from the diagram below that the notes are organized by the grouping of black keys. C, D, and E
are grouped with two black keys, and F, G ,A, and B are grouped with three black keys. Then it
starts over again as you go up the keyboard hitting C again and completing the octave and
starting all over again. C,D,E,F,G,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,A,B,C, That was two octaves. This is how you
tell where the notes are at. The black keys are the sharps and flats. If your going up the scale the
nearest black key is the sharp of the note. If your going down the scale the same nearest black key
is a flat. Where you would start if you had a full size keyboard would be determined by middle C.
For instance if you were practicing scales your scale workbook might tell to you to start at C
below middle C or C above middle C.
Start the fingering for scale one and two at C below middle C and play it all the way up, then back
down the way you came. It is important that you start where you are comfortable and stop when
it becomes too difficult for you. Come back in when it becomes comfortable for you again. But,
listen to the notes you don’t have yet. This will put them in your head and make them easier to

hear and hit when your range is further developed. Once you reach the top of the scale play it
back down the way you came along with the vocal exercises. If you don’t own a keyboard or
piano, there are software programs that you can merely program in the notes and the tempo you
want and they will play the scale for you. The # sign will be for a sharp, and b will be for a flat.
Scale one CDEFG/ DEF#GA/ EF#G#AB/ FGABbC/ GABCD/ABC#DE/ BC#D#EF# , and then
back down again.
Scale two At the top of this one hit the note four times and go back down the scale.
CEGC, * note the second C is from the next octave up, as is the first note in the rest of these.
C#FG#C#/ DF#AD/ D#GA#D#/ EG#BE/ FACF/ F#A#C#F#/ GBDG/ AbCEbAb/ ADbEA
BbDFBb/ BebGbB/ CEGC (high C) / C#FG#C#/ DF#AD/ D#GA#D#/ EG#BE/ FACF/
F#A#C#F#/ GBDG/ AbCEbAb/ AdbEA/ BbDFBb/ BebGbB/CEGC/ C#FG#C#/ DF#AD
D#GAD#/ EG#BE/ FACF/ F#A#C#F#/ GBDG/ AbCEbAb/ AdbEA/BbDFBb/ BebGbB/
CEGC C above high C) and then back down.
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Scale one is used to sing arpeggiated , o r broken. And scale two is used to learn how to hold a
note for longer period of time, and practice vibrato. I f you are tr ying to smooth out your bridges
on t he top o f scale two , do no t waver in pitch or use vibrat o to make hitting the pit ch easier. This
will make your voice break mo re oft en. Yo u nee d t o lea rn ho w t o ho ld your cor ds t og et her on a
sustained note right at the po int where your vo ice usually breaks to smooth o ut your bridges.
Once your bridges are smoothed out then you can practice vibrato . Even after all of your breaks
are go ne, I r eco mmend that you s till pract ice singing su st ained
muscle memory you built up solid.

I hope you have enjoyed this manual and that you will use what you have learned and benefit from
it. Contained in these pages are all the fundamentals you need to master in order t o become a
great singer. If you liked the Vocal Release Singing Manual but would like more, in a month or
so I will be going live with a song writing guide, and style CD to sing your own lyrics over.

With this manual you already
pur chased t here will be a passwo rd that will allow you t o p urchase any of my other products at a
Discounted price. E mail me at , vo calre lease@yaho o. co m ,wit h the co de, and I will send
you a link to the page.
This is my way of saying thanks for buying the manual.

Here is the code: izregullxxizdoome
Legal disclaimer: The Vocal Release manual is intended for informational purposes only. If you
should engage in any practices in this manual or system it is at your own discretion. Vocal Release
and Eric Frey can in no way be held responsible for any injuries you incur due to misuses of your
voice that are in any way related to the use of the Vocal Release Manual and or system.
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